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Abstract Authorship identity has long been an Achilles’ heel in bibliometric analyses at

the individual level. This problem appears in studies of scientists’ productivity, inventor

mobility and scientific collaboration. Using the concepts of cognitive maps from psy-

chology and approximate structural equivalence from network analysis, we develop a

novel algorithm for name disambiguation based on knowledge homogeneity scores. We

test it on two cases, and the results show that this approach outperforms other common

authorship identification methods with the ASE method providing a relatively simple

algorithm that yields higher levels of accuracy with reasonable time demands.
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Introduction

Authorship uncertainty is a ubiquitous challenge for many fields ranging from art museums

to credit bureaus to crime investigation (Borgman and Siegfried 1999; Chaski 2005; Pasula et

al. 2004; McCallum and Wellner 2003). In the arena of bibliometrics, it also has been a

classic problem (Garfield 1969), but for a long time the literature has struggled with hand

methods or, worse yet, ignored this issue. For example among 515 articles in Scientometrics
published between 2006 and 2009,1 only two articles explore this issue (Soler 2007;
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Wooding et al. 2005). Some studies simply avoid micro-level analysis with bibliographical

data, some indicate a method without elaboration on how the issues are dealt with, while

others show the results of analyses, but keep authorship identification as a black box.

But authorship identification matters a great deal and has to be taken seriously for any

analysis at the individual level for two main reasons. First, the fast expansion of the

number of researchers and the rise of large-scale digital libraries are making existing

methods that depend on hand-checking cases increasingly less tenable. Second, we have

seen an increasing internationalization of science and especially the rising prominence of

China in the global science system. From 1995 to 2005, China’s share of scientific pub-

lications increased from fourteenth place to fifth overall, second place in engineering and

chemistry and third place in physics and mathematics (NSF, 2008). Recent data suggest

that China may have moved into the number two position, behind only the US (Zhou and

Leydesdorff 2008; Kostoff 2008). The rise of China has made disambiguation even more

difficult, because of the large number of Chinese scholars sharing a few family names such

as Zhang, Wang, Li and Chen (Strotmann et al. 2009).

To address the name disambiguation problem, several approaches, particularly from the

information science field, have been proposed. The common names problem, the most

difficult challenge in name disambiguation, however, remains unsolved. In this paper, we

target on common names of researchers, and propose an Approximate Structural Equiv-

alence (ASE) algorithm to trace authors’ bibliometric fingerprints based on their

knowledge homogeneity scores. Experiments on two sets of predefined articles: one a

relatively common American name using data from the Social Science Citation Index and

another a common Chinese name using data from nanotechnology papers drawn from the

Science Citation Index, demonstrate the effectiveness of this proposed approach. In

comparison with other name disambiguation methods, the ASE method is better suited to

large datasets, is easily understandable, is less time consuming, and has a higher accuracy

rate. Additionally, since it uses clustering algorithms rather than pair-wise matching, and it

does not depend on affiliation information, the ASE approach can easily track mobile

researchers or inventors and lends itself to automation. Its insensitiveness to name varia-

tions allows for tracking authors who change their names, for example, because of

marriage. It is also useful for distinguishing authors within a given field, while other

similar algorithms may have more difficulty distinguishing them based on key words,

technology classes or collaboration patterns (Raffo and Lhuillery 2009).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We start with a review of the problems of

authorship identification in bibliometric analysis and the extant methods. Then we intro-

duce our proposed ASE method. We further test this approach on two examples and

benchmark it against other methods. We conclude with a discussion of contributions and

limitations of this approach.

Literature review

The name ambiguity problem

The key issue of name ambiguity is to make certain whether two archival records with the

“same” or “similar” names refer to the same researcher.2 This simple task remains as an

2 Using the example of patent documents, Trajtenberg illustrates this problem with two questions: (1) Is
“Manuel Trajtenberg” in one patent the same inventor as “Manuel Trajtenberg” in another record? And (2)
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unsolved fundamental problem in bibliometric analysis for numerous reasons. To begin

with, a single researcher may be associated with different names due to: (a) variations of

personal spellings, (b) typographical and phonetic errors, (c) translation and transliteration,

and (d) name changes over time associated with marriage and other reasons. For a good

summary please refer to Smalheiser and Torvik (2009) and MacRoberts and MacRoberts

(1989). A second concern, which has been the focus of much recent research, is different

individuals with the same names, particularly common names. This becomes increasingly

problematic with the growth of the number of active scientists. In addition, the emergence

of interdisciplinary research and research collaboration make research subject and affili-

ation rather weak to aid author differentiation. A third factor is related to the limitations of

some commonly used publication databases, which mainly serve for research content

retrieval and are relatively weak in authorship identification. As an example, in the ISI

Web of Science, a very widely used standardized digital library, the full names of authors

are not available for papers published before 2007. In addition, for multi-authored, multi-

affiliation papers, once the publication records are downloaded, one cannot always be sure

about the match between affiliation and authorship except for the correspondent author.

These factors intertwine with each other and make author name disambiguation a big

challenge for bibliometric analysis at the micro-level. Table 1 gives examples for each

situation and lists the types of error incurred if a specific author is targeted.

Why it matters

Research on authorship identity has shifted from a period of viewing this as not a “major

problem” (MacRoberts and MacRoberts 1989) to increasing interest in this topic (Hou-

vardas and Stamatatos 2006; Smalheiser and Torvik 2009). Phelan (1999) argues that this

Table 1 Examples of name ambiguity problems

Factors Example Consequences

Variations of personal
spellings

Walsh, J Type I error
of undermatchWalsh, J P

John P. Walsh

J P Walsh

Typographical and
phonetic errors

Wlash, P Type I error
of undermatchWalhs, P

Translation and
transliteration

Li Yue is the translation of different Chinese names
such as “李越”, “李月”, “李跃”, “黎悦”, “厉乐”,
to name just a few, as well as any combination
of these first and second Chinese characters

Type II error
of overmatch

Li Yan could be “李妍”, “李燕”, “李彦”,
“李岩”, “李延”, “李炎”, etc.

Name changes over time Anne Walsh changed her name
after marriage

Type I error
of undermatch

Common names Smith, Walsh, Li, Kim, etc. Type II error
of overmatch

Footnote 2 continued
is “Manuel Trajtenberg” the same inventor as “Manuel Trachtenberg”, and the same as “Manuel D.
Trajtenberg”? (Trajtenberg et al. 2006).
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name ambiguity problem is far more common and influential than generally imagined

(Phelan 1999). Strotmann and his colleagues make a compelling argument on how col-

laboration networks look significantly different with and without authorship identification

(Strotmann et al. 2009). Following Strotmann, we begin with a quick inspection into

nanotechnology research as an illustrative case.3 We find that the number of research

papers containing identical names in this domain is substantial. Out of approximately

400,000 nanotech papers published in 2000–2007, over 390,000 records, i.e., 98%, are

associated with names that appeared more than once (Fig. 1). Over 80% of articles contain

author names that appeared at least ten times. Almost half the articles are related to very

common names, or very prolific authors, each appearing more than 50 times in this period,

with an increase in common names over this time period.

A closer examination also suggests that ignoring the name ambiguity problem would

introduce significant biases. Table 2 lists the top twenty author names appearing in the

nano paper database.4 Excluding “Anon” (Anonymous), the most prolific authors are

disproportionately associated with Chinese family names. This conveys two messages:

(1) common names are not orthogonal to country and thus cannot be thought of as

“random errors”; and (2) analyses on Chinese researchers, such as studies of produc-

tivity, research quality, collaboration networks and so on, need to be especially cognizant

of this problem.

Fig. 1 Frequency of author names in nano-research, 2000–2007 (401,381 papers total)

3 The figures here are calculated based on a unique nanotechnology publication database developed by a
Georgia Institute of Technology research group led by Dr. Philip Shapira. For a detailed description of this
dataset, please refer to Porter et al. (2008).
4 These author names are taken directly from the nano publication dataset derived from WoS without any
cleaning. So although possibly part of “Kim, J” is overlapping with “Kim, J H”, they are taken as they were
in this table.
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Existing methods

For a very long time, hand checking has served as an acceptable (though time consuming)

method for name disambiguation. However, given the magnitude of the problem discussed

earlier, manual work is not only tedious, but as the database grows, may be prohibitively

time consuming. Besides hand checking, other existing methods on authorship identifi-

cation can be categorized into the following groups. The first group, a laissez faire method,

assumes the errors are randomly distributed and simply ignores this problem. In this

method, author names that exactly match each other are taken as the same author,

otherwise not.5 This method is rather quick, but rarely adopted nowadays.

The second approach takes us a step further. Acknowledging different spelling formats

and typos in archival databases, a fuzzy matching method is adopted based on the simi-

larity of reported author names, with or without affiliation verification or research subject

verification. Some text mining software such as VantagePoint6 has developed this function

Table 2 Top twenty common namesa in WoS nano publications: 2000–2007

Rank Author name Number_records Family-name-based author origin

1 Anon 1847 Anonymous names

2 Wang, J 1265 Chinese family name

3 Zhang, Y 1232 Chinese family name

4 Wang, Y 1116 Chinese family name

5 Liu, Y 975 Chinese family name

6 Li, Y 932 Chinese family name

7 Zhang, J 920 Chinese family name

8 Chen, Y 849 Chinese family name

9 Li, J 843 Chinese family name

10 Wang, H 814 Chinese family name

11 Wang, L 800 Chinese family name

12 Zhang, L 747 Chinese family name

13 Wang, X 746 Chinese family name

14 Kim, J 736 Unspecified

15 Liu, J 711 Chinese family name

16 Kim, J H 639 Unspecified

17 Chen, J 633 Chinese family name

18 Lee, J H 626 Unspecified

19 Zhang, X 585 Chinese family name

20 Zhang, H 569 Chinese family name

a There are two Pinyin systems in Chinese names. The Mandarin Pinyin, or Hanyu Pinyin, is adopted in the
mainland. Taiwan and Hong Kong Special Administrative Regions use Tongyong Pinyin system. The
differences between the two Pinyin systems are less than 20%. In this article, we are using the Hanyu Pinyin
system

5 For example, in their report gauging the structure and competitiveness of China’s nanotechnology,
Kostoff and his colleagues identify “Zhang, Y.” and “Li, Y.” as the top two most prolific Chinese nano
authors in 2003 (Kostoff et al. 2006, p. 148), ignoring the fact that Zhang and Li are also the top two most
common family names in China.
6 Text mining tool developed at Search Technology, Inc.
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to facilitate matching records (Youtie et al. 2008; Frietsch et al. 2008). Studies adopting this

approach often report tremendous efforts on data standardization without elaborating on

how decisions were made on common names, researcher mobility, missing data on affili-

ation, as well as interdisciplinarity issues. For example, consider the “name + affiliation”

algorithm, one common method for name disambiguation. This method would under-esti-

mate the productivity and collaboration network scope of mobile researchers. Even more

problematic, the applicability of this approach is limited by data availability. Without going

through each original full text article or at least the original cover page, this method can be

readily applied only if: (1) the targeted author is the single author, or (2) the targeted author

is the reprint author, or (3) only one affiliation is reported in that article. Otherwise, we

cannot uniquely assign each author to his/her institution(s) in multi-institution cases, an

increasingly common occurrence (Jones et al. 2008). In addition, considerable numbers of

typographical errors and organization name changes have been found in affiliation name

and related geographical information. This is particularly true for non-English publications

due to translation and transliteration. Take China for example. Peking University sometimes

is also translated into Beijing University; Chinese Academy of Sciences is abbreviated as

CAS, or Academia Sinica7; and Zhongshan Medical University changed its name to

Zhongshan University after being merged in 2001, and is also commonly referred as Sun

Yat-sen University, to name just a few of the common problems with institution names.

The third stream of disambiguation methods uses multistage matching. For example,

Trajtenberg et al. (2006) proposed a two-stage model for inventor name matching. In the

first stage, all “suspected” records with identical or sufficiently similar names were put

together and coded via Soundex.8 In the second stage, any link between the two records

(address, technical field, assignee shared “partner”, cite each other, etc.) are given scores if

the link exists. Then overall scores are computed. If the score is above a threshold, a

“match” decision is made (Trajtenberg et al. 2006). Similarly but with more sophisticated

matching algorithms, Raffo and Lhuillery (2009) compare simple string matching in the

first stage (N-gram, Token, with and without weighting), and then use a multiple filtering

algorithm based on commonly available elements in patent documents (location, technical

field, assignee name, cross-citation) to disambiguate names. They find significant gains in

precision from the use of multiple filters. The problem of the above methods is it is

extremely time-consuming to compare each pair of records and compute the overall score

based on each matching criterion. In addition, accuracy depends on which algorithms and

filters are used, and so it is not clear which specific criteria should be used on a particular

type of data. Other advanced methods such as the “Author-ity” model developed by

Smalheiser and Torvik for MEDLINE publication (2009), co-inventor networks approach

to identify U.S. patent-holders (Lai et al. 2009), support vector machines for cyber

authorship (Abbasi and Chun 2006; Huang et al. 2006), N-Gram feature on stylometry

(Houvardas and Stamatatos 2006), authorship network (Wooding et al. 2005), linear dis-

criminant function analysis (Chaski 2005), random forest model (Treeratpituk and Giles

2009), K-cluster (Han et al. 2005), Hierarchical Naive Bayes Mixture Model (Han et al.

2005) and supervised machine learning (Han et al. 2004) have also been proposed for

different research settings. A majority of these types of studies come from information and

7 Academia Sinica also exists in Taiwan.
8 The Soundex algorithm transforms names into alphanumeric codes targeting on the variations of name
spellings. This method was initially developed by the US Census in 1930. To apply this method, a full name
and, preferably, residing state, must be known. For more details on this index method please refer to
http://www.archives.gov/genealogy/census/soundex.html.
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computation science fields. For a good summary please refer to Kang (2009).9 Similar to

Trajtenberg’s approach, these methods usually require comprehensive data collection and

coding, and often suffer from missing data problems. These methods also require access to

unpublished algorithms and decision rules. This is one reason we could not replicate these

methods in our two cases for benchmarking.

Method

Basic idea

Because of the limitations of existing methods, but still building on the lessons learned

from these efforts, we propose an alternative method stimulated by the concept of cog-

nitive map in psychology and structural equivalence in network analysis. We begin with

the assumption that research papers are a reflection of the knowledge base of the author(s),

with each author drawing from his or her own knowledge base that is generated through his

or her particular training and experience. In particular, coming from different fields,

subfields, and institutions is likely to expose one author to a different set of published and

unpublished literature from another. Similarly, attending particular conferences and

workshops is likely to give one access to a specific set of unpublished or recently published

papers. When writing their own papers, authors draw on this unique collection of acquired

research results. That is to say, within a certain period, the same author is drawing from the

same knowledge set, while different authors (with the same name) draw on different

knowledge sets. This process of acquiring, storing, and recalling knowledge and experi-

ence is similar to mental representation of allocentric space in individual’s cognitive

mapping (O’Keefe and Nadel 1978; Jacobs and Schenk 2003).

To visualize the linkage of different articles written by one author, we further borrow

the concept of structural equivalence (SE) in social network analysis. Briefly speaking, in a

single-relation network, two actors are structurally equivalent if they have identical ties to

and from all the other actors (Lorrain and White 1971; Hanneman and Riddle 2005;

Wasserman and Faust 1994). In reality, however, true structural equivalence is rare.

Therefore, the definition of equivalence is relaxed to approximate structural equivalent

(ASE), such that actors within a structurally equivalent cluster are more similar to each

other than to those outside the cluster. Applying this notion to the name ambiguity issue,

two articles are considered approximately structural equivalent if they are similar in

position for referencing article(s) in an article-reference bipartite network (Pieters et al.

1999). If these structurally equivalent records contains author names with the same (or

similar) family name and first initial, these similar author are taken to be the same authors.

Figure 2 illustrates this idea. Two research papers AR1 and AR2 have their own set of

references, while some of these references are common (such as Refp). If those shared

reference(s) are important enough to suggest a high knowledge similarity between AR1 and

AR2 (i.e., share a certain number of common references or a rare reference, see below),

these two papers are approximately structural equivalent (ASE). If the authors of ASE

9 In addition to the above methods, large digital libraries have themselves also started to build up author
identification systems, such as the Distinct Author Identification System (DAIS) in WoS (http://
science.thomsonreuters.com/training/wos/), Citeseer (http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/), and Research ID system
(http://www.researcherid.com/), respectively. Unfortunately, our experiments disclose that their perfor-
mances are rather poor, at least in the two common names we tested.
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papers (Author 1 and Author 2 in Fig. 2) have the same family name and first initial, it is

highly probable they are the same author.10

ASE algorithm

There are two subtasks associated with name disambiguation. One is to decide who wrote

the specific targeted paper and the other is to find out which papers are written by this

researcher (Smalheiser and Torvik 2009). The ASE algorithm address these two subtasks

by partitioning authors into blocks based on their reference networks.

The unit of analysis of our ASE algorithm is the similarity of each pair of articles, which

is measured by the knowledge homogeneity score (hereinafter KHS). The value of the

KHS is determined by three factors: the summation of shared references, the forward

citations of each reported reference, and the minimum number of references reported by

the two articles. We assume a researcher’s knowledge stock on a specific research problem

can be reflected by the reference coverage of that paper at a given time. The more ref-

erences two articles share, the more likely they are written by the same author. Given the

heterogeneity of cited references, two weights W1 and W2 are used to moderate the

predictability of shared references on article clustering. Intuitively, the more famous

the cited reference is, the more likely that it is cited by different researchers.11 In contrast,

Fig. 2 Authorship identification based on shared references (the graph is adapted from Brian Milch’s
presentation “Relational Probability Models” at IPAM Summer School, 2007. The electronic version is
available at: http://www.ipam.ucla.edu/publications/gss2007/gss2007_7224.pdf)

10 Please note approximately structural equivalent is different from co-citation, another similarity measure
used in bibliometric analysis. The former focuses on records sharing references, while the latter refers to
citations themselves. In the Fig. 2, AR1 and AR2 are ASE while ref1 and refp are co-citations.
11 For example many sociologists cite The Sociology of Science (Merton 1973), and science historians
often cite The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (Kuhn 1962), and network methods papers often cite
Social Network Analysis (Wasserman and Faust 1994).
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the chance that two different researchers cite a newly presented conference paper would be

very low. So if two articles are associated with an author of the same family name and first

initial, and both of them reference a rarely cited article, the chance that these two articles

are written by the same author will be extremely high. This is analogous to the fingerprint

biometric system where the fingerprint tail differentiates people.12 In terms of number of

references reported, the more references that an article reports, the higher probability it

shares references with the others. Thus, if two articles report a small number of references

but still share a certain number of references, the chance that they are contributed by the

same author will be much higher than articles reporting many references.

Mathematically, the knowledge homogeneity score, i.e. KHS matrix can be denoted as:

KHS ¼ ½A � R�n�m � W1m�m � W0
1m�m � ½A � R�0m�n �Qn�n

where A is one set of targeted n publications, R is the set of shared m references reported

by A. ½A � R�n�mdenotes a two-mode, unidirectional co-occurrence matrix, in which the

value of each cell is either 1 or 0 based on whether A cites R or not.

W1m�m ¼ diagðW1Þ
w11

w12

�
w1m

0
BB@

1
CCA;

where W1 = {w11, w12,…, w1m} is an ordered weighting vector with a dimension of 1 � m,
and the off-diagonal elements ofW1m�m are all set to 0. Its value is based on the number of

forward citations of each reference, and W1j is the weight of the jth reference, 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
Qn�n is a weighting matrix transformed from W2 with qij = qji = max (w2i, w2j), where

W2 = {w21, w22,…, w2n} is an ordered weighing vector based the number of references,

and w2j is the weight of the jth article, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, • denotes the entrywise product.

Once the KHS matrix is constructed, hierarchical clustering with single linkage is

adopted to differentiate groups. If the knowledge homogeneity score between article i and
article j, i.e., KHS[i, j] is above a KHS threshold, and KHS[i, k] is also above the KHS

threshold, then article i, j, k will be grouped together as written by the same researcher.

Similar to other name matching methods, the shared-reference based clustering algo-

rithm is vulnerable to two types of mismatching. Type I error of under-match could occur

if a researcher has such broad research interests that one of his papers does not have any

overlapping citations with the rest of his articles. On the other hand, a Type II error could

happen if two researchers focus on the same topic and thus read the same literature. The

weightings try to reduce both types of errors by setting up a sufficiently high threshold

while weighting rare references more heavily. Our method also accounts for within-author

shifts in subject area across papers by using a hierarchical agglomerative method with

nearest neighbor criterion. This aims to impose transitivity, allowing for the fact that a

researcher may not focus on one research topic within a given period. According to the

principle of “friends of friends”, if the knowledge homogeneity score determines AR1 and

12 In the arenas of criminology and anti-terrorism war, fingerprints tracing has been used to identify
individuals (Chaski 2005) given that an individual has a unique finger tail that distinguishes her/him from
the others. In the same vein, assuming an individual researcher has a fixed knowledge stock during a given
period, tracing his/her bibliometric fingerprint in reported references should be useful for aiding authorship
identification at a very large scale.
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AR2 are written by the same author, while AR2 and AR3 are written by the same author,

then AR1 and AR3 share an author even if these two research papers themselves have no

shared citations. In other words, any author will be placed in one and only one cluster.13

The whole process is illustrated in Fig. 3. The forward citations of each reference can be

collected from the Cited Reference Search in Web of Science (or from other citation

databases, such as Google Scholar, Scopus or CiteSeer, see below). The number of ref-

erences reported by each article is easily calculated once the bibliographic data are

downloaded. Then, A, R, W1 and W2 can be constructed accordingly (Stage 1). The KHS

network and partition process (Stage 2 and Stage 3) can be automatically realized via

running an R-program script (available from the contact author).

Fig. 3 Flow chart for author identification

13 This is different from theDistinct Author Identification System (DAIS) inWeb of Science. Our experiments
in DAIS found that the same authors appear in different clusters, and different authors appear in the same
cluster. This suggests either transitivity was not adopted in their algorithm (otherwise the same authors should
only appear in one author cluster), or limited coverage of publications indexed inWoS (whichmiss the common
links with papers not covered byDAIS). Formore discussion onDAIS, see http://science.thomsonreuters.com/
support/faq/wok3new/dais/ or the patent application number US20080275859 A1 (Griffith 2008).
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Illustrative examples

We test the ASE method on two presumed difficult cases: an American social scientist case

with a relatively common name, and a Chinese origin scientist in the nanotechnology

domain.

Case 1: John P. Walsh/Walsh, J*

Our first case is “John P. Walsh”, which is rendered as “Walsh, J” or “Walsh, JP” in the

Web of Science. We start with the “Walsh, J*” case for our first test based on the following

three considerations. First, “Walsh, J*” is a relatively popular name. According to the 2000

census Walsh was ranked as the 265th most common surname in the US. Second, we

happen to know there are several authors that have publications indexed in Web of Sci-

ence. And some “Walsh, J” work in a similar or even the same research field. Third, within

the examined period (2004–2008) we know at least one “Walsh, J” moved and thus

reported different affiliations in his publications. In addition, with one “Walsh, J” being a

coauthor of this paper, a cross-checking can be made to further verify the correct classi-

fication that we derived from reading each article (which was done independently by the

first author). Our goals are twofold: (1) whether this method can correctly identify articles

written by this researcher; and (2) how many authors named “Walsh, J*” can be correctly

grouped by this approach.

Data processing

The search for published articles written by “Walsh J*” in the last 5 years (2004–2008) was

conducted on Feb 19, 2009 in the Social Sciences Citation Index dataset.14 This returned

125 hits. These full records were exported to VantagePoint data mining software developed

by Search Technology, Inc. After removing those articles written by “Walsh, J?” in which

“?” is not “P”, 69 are left in the database.15 Among these articles, 72% report cited

references, in which 24 shared common references and 26 do not.16 These 24 aricles

associated with “Walsh, J” are published in 17 journals and involved at least 55 authors

from 32 research institutions. About 50% of the articles report author full names.17 The

number of reported references ranges from 6 to 162, with a total of 114 unique references

appearing at least twice (i.e., are shared by at least two papers). We collected the number of

forward citations for each of these 114 references from the Cited References database in

14 Please note, we use wild-card characters “*” instead of middle initial to relax the formats of reported
author names. The “*” is important. Without that, only 47 records were retrieved.
15 The removal process was conducted in VantagePoint. These 125 records were first clustered into three
groups: Group one are articles written by “Walsh, J”; Group two include articles written by “Walsh, J?P”;
and Group three consists those written by “Walsh, J?” with“?” not “P”. Group 1 and Group 2 are combined
which returns 69 articles.
16 Those records without references are letters, book reviews, etc., which are not the focus of this study.
17 The full author names are not viewable in the bibliographic data in Web of Science up to September
2006. To get those full names, we came back to the orginal full text of articles. Since different organizations
purchased different coverage of full text WoS, in order to do the verification step (but not needed in the ASE
algorithm) in some cases we have to look for hard copies or request InterLibrary loans to get them if the
electronic version of the full text is not available.
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WoS.18 W1 and W2 can then be constructed.19 We then ran the ASE algorithm on these 24

articles. The other 26 cases will be treated as singletons (unique authors) on the assumption

that if they share no references with anyone else in the database, they are unlikely to be any

of those authors. We test this assumption below.

Results

An open source software R-program (version 2.8.1) was used to construct the KHS and

perform hierarchical clustering with single linkage. Seven structurally equivalent clusters

emerged from the corpus of “Walsh, J*” publications. We can use a heat map (Fig. 4) and a

dendrogram (Fig. 5) to visualize which articles are structurally equivalent. In the heat map,

articles that possess the same color are grouped together. In the dendrogram articles written
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Fig. 4 Heat map on authorship identification

18 In addition to citations received by each reference, we also tried the journal impact factor as the
weighting factor. Among the 114 references in the first experiment (Walsh, J*), 23 could not be identified
from ISI journal citation reports, suggesting this is less useful than citations for weighting references.
19 Two weights W1, W2 are coded based on the quartile distributions of visibility of references and
minimum number of reported references between each pair of targeted papers respectively. For W1, in both
the Walsh, JP and the Li, Y experiments, if a reference was in the first quartile of forward citations, the
reference is given a weight of 8, if in the second quartile, the weight is 3, if in the third quartile, the weight is
2 and if in the fourth quartile, the weight is one. For W2, in the Walsh, JP experiment, if the number of
references was in the first quartile of reference counts, the number of references weight is set at 4, if in the
second quartile, the weight is 3, if in the third quartile, the weight is 2 and if in the fourth quartile, the weight
is one. In the Li, Y experiment, the first quartile of reference counts were given a weight of 8 in W2. The
detailed raw data and coding of KHS variables are available on request.
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by the same author are clustered within one colored frame. These clusters are all crisp

clusters in which each element has a clear cut (0/1) membership (Van Mechelen et al.

2004). Compared with the true eight groups which were produced through manual

checking, ASE produces only one mis-assignment (AR23), a Type II error of overmatch.20

We examine this performance more exactly below.

Case 2: “Li, Y”

Asian names, particularly Chinese names, are notoriously challenging for disambiguation

(Lin 1988; Tan 1986). Thus, we further test our approach on a more difficult case, a Chinese

origin nanoscientist named “Li, Y”. The selection justifications are as follows. To begin

with, China has recently become one of the top producers of research papers. Its rapid

expanding researcher base, translation & transliteration issues, as well as the existence of

overseas Chinese and returnees make it a daunting challenge to distinguish Chinese

researchers with the same family name and first initial. We choose nanotechnology in part

Fig. 5 Cluster dendrogram for “Walsh, J”

20 A close look tells us the misassignment occurs because AR10, an article reporting few references, shares
with AR23 a rarely cited reference. ASE method decides the knowledge homogeneity score between AR10
and AR23 is high enough and thus cluster them together.
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because many research evaluations have been conducted in this field. Furthermore, limiting

to one field (although a very broad one) increases the difficulty of the problem, since key

words, subject categories or other commonly used means of disambiguation may be less

effective. We target on authors named “Li, Y” not only because it is one of the most frequent

author names appearing in the nano publication database (Table 2),21 but also because he/

she was identified as the most prolific Chinese nanoscientist in a prior study (Kostoff et al.

2006). The use of 2007 is because full author names are viewable on the full record of some

journals indexed inWoS since September 2006, making verification easier. A 1-year span of

publications also reduces the possibility of researcher mobility which theoretically reduces

the error of the “name + affiliation” method, giving us a conservative test of the benefits of

the ASE method.

We first extracted all “Li, Y” nano papers published in 2007 from the Georgia Tech

nano publication database.22 This returned 221 hits. This large number of common-named

authors in 1 year in one field suggests the magnitude of the problem. After temporarily
excluding articles that do not share references with the other “Li, Y” articles (treated as

singletons), 145 records associated with 376 shared references are eligible for ASE anal-

ysis. These articles are published in 82 journals spanning across 33 subject categories as

defined by ISI-WoS. About 116 research organizations in 14 countries are involved, and

the number of reported references ranges from 7 to 186. Following the same procedure as

in the “Walsh, J” case, A, R, W1 and W2 are constructed for “Li, Y”. The same script was

executed and the records were partitioned into 103 predicted clusters, meaning 103 dif-

ferent “Li, Y”s, including many singletons (Fig. 6).23 In the validation step, using full name

and other ancillary data, we find 87 “true” clusters (i.e., unique authors with one or more

publications). Twenty-nine records are wrongly assigned, in which 6 cases are Type II

error of overmatch, and 23 are Type I error of under match. This leads to an accuracy rate

of 80%.24

It should be noted that the full names of “Walsh, J” or “Li, Y” and their affiliations in

both dendrograms only serve for the reader’s convenience. ASE does not need them for

authorship identification. It also should be noted that although at first sight the two

dendrograms suggest the effectiveness of the “full names + affiliation” method for name

disambiguation,25 these full names and author-matched affiliations are not readily available

data in the bibliographic database. Rather, acquiring this information required tremendous

hand checking. In addition to insider knowledge, the verification steps of finding out the

21 Even in the US, Li has become a fairly common name, currently ranked 519th on the list of common
names, up from 2084th in the 1990 census.
22 For a detailed description of this global nano database, please refer to Porter et al. (2008).
23 Singletons are still possible in the ASE method due to citation weights and matching thresholds rules.
24 For instance, two articles written by the same author Li Yue at CAS Hefei are wrongly separated due to
no shared reference between them. A close examination tells us that these two articles are in different
research areas, as seen by their subject category codes. One is in “Chemistry, Physical; Materials Science,
Multidisciplinary” and the other is in “Nanoscience & Nanotechnology, Polymer Science”. Another
example is two articles authored by Li, Ying at Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) Shenyang that are in
two related but different subject categories. “Acoustics; Chemistry, Multidisciplinary” and “Chemistry,
Applied; Engineering, Chemical; Materials Science, Textiles”.
25 This holds if the following three conditions are met: (1) researchers are not mobile; (2) researchers are
not affiliated with multiple organizations; and (3) standardized affiliations are reported across different
records.
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full names and affiliations of “Li, Y” from the original papers is time consuming

(see below). In some cases, we looked for author names in Chinese characters via checking

Chinese journal websites and online CVs if they are available.

Fig. 6 Dendrogram of “Li, Y” case
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Benchmarking and comparison

So how did the ASE method perform in the two cases? We evaluate its effectiveness on

two dimensions: correct classification rate and time spent.

Three commonly used methods which can be replicated are benchmarked: simply

grouping (laissez faire), name + affiliation, and ASE without citation weights. In order to

avoid underestimating the effectiveness of the other methods, we purposely show their

optimal results if subjective choices are needed. Take simply name matching for example:

the number of the largest group is taken as the correctly assigned records. In the case of

“Walsh, J”, the largest true cluster has six papers, so an accuracy of 25%, i.e., 6/24 is taken

for the approach of simply name matching. Accuracy would be lower if we chose a random

author or the average accuracy as the benchmark. For the method name + affiliation, 100%

match between reported name and affiliation in the publication are assumed for those

records if the targeted researcher is the only author, or reprint author, or one single

affiliation reported; and a 50% accuracy rate, our best guess, is assumed for records which

do not fit into any of the above three situations. In the “Walsh, J” case, 13 out of 24 records

report only one affiliation or report “Walsh, J*” as the sole author or the reprint author.

Within these 24 articles, “Walsh, John P” is involved in six articles reporting three dif-

ferent institutions: Georgia Tech (three times), University of Illinois at Chicago (twice),

and University Tokyo (once), thus yielding at least three mistakes. Accordingly, the

highest accuracy rate of this method, even assuming no typos and translation problems, is

65%.26

In the case of “Li, Y”, 55 articles report one affiliation, and 27 have “Li, Y” as the

reprint author, which adds up to 72 papers identifiable with Li, Y and his/her affiliation

after removing overlapping articles between the two conditions. Again assuming no

mis-assignment among these 72 papers, which involved lots of efforts of manual

Fig. 7 Comparison of name disambiguation methods (as discussed earlier, the third category of extant
disambiguation methods require comprehensive data collection and coding, and involve lots of subjective
decisions when dealing with missing data. We could not replicate them in these two cases and thus have not
included these more elaborate methods for accuracy rates comparison. In terms of time spent, it is
reasonable to believe they are more time consuming than the ASE or name + affiliation methods)

26 I.e., ((13 − 3) + (24 − 13) * 0.5)/24 * 100%. The mis-assignments (two in Illinois at Chicago and one in
University of Tokyo), are within these 13 records with identifiable affiliation.
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standardization and cross checking affiliation names, the highest accuracy rate would be

63%.27

Recall in both the “Walsh, JP” and “Li, Y” cases, a large proportion of records—26 out

of 50 for “Walsh, JP” and 76 out of 221 for “Li, Y”—were not included in the ASE

clustering due to no overlapping references between them and the others. Excluding them

would severely limit the applicability of ASE. So to evaluate the usefulness of the ASE

method, we need to benchmark accuracy rates with all records included. ASE analysis will

automatically take those records without shared references as singletons. For instance,

“Walsh, JP” associated with those 26 records will be regarded as 26 different authors. In

the same vein, 76 authors named “Li, Y” will be classified as different researchers from

any “Li, Y” associated with the rest of the 145 records. We then check these by hand to see

how these singletons affect the accuracy rate.28 Figure 7 compares the accuracy rates

among the laissez faire method, name + affiliation method, ASE without weighting, and

ASE with weighting method (including singletons in each case).

First, the ASE approach (with weighting) produces the highest accuracy rates, followed

by name + affiliation, while simple grouping yields the lowest rate. As expected, the

simple grouping method performs even poorer in the Chinese author name case given all

the problems discussed before. Their low correct classification rates confirm that name

ambiguity is an important problem and has to be dealt with before conducting any rigorous

bibliographical analysis at the individual level. Surprisingly, the ASE approach still out-

performs others in the single field (nanotechnology) case, where we might expect more

false positives due to common field references (and a higher performance for the

name + affiliation benchmark). This suggests that the ASE method may be especially

powerful in exactly those cases where other methods based on common field keywords,

etc. may have the most difficulty. We also see the importance of the weighting scheme.

Weighting the algorithm by (the inverse of) the citation frequency of references results in a

significant improvement in accuracy, about a 25% increase for both cases.29

Given the importance of the weightings, we also test the ASE method using other

sources for the forward citations data: Google Scholar and Scopus, which have become

increasingly popular as alternatives or complements to WoS.30 For the case of “Walsh, J”,

two experiments have been done. One is to test whether different citation sources (Google

Scholar or Scopus) would influence the partition results or not. We retrieved the forward

citations of these shared 114 references from both sources,31 and reran the R script. We

find that the ln(cites) in WoS and Google Scholar are correlated .83, while ln(cites) in

Scopus are correlated with the counts from the other two databases in the range of .35–.46.

The results show ASE method is rather robust across these three citation databases, which

is not surprising, given the high correlations among the citation counts recovered from the

27 The formula is calculated by ((72 − 17) + (145 − 72) * 0.5))/145 * 100, where 17 is the number who are
wrongly assigned due to different authors possessing exactly the same English translated name in the same
organization.
28 It turns out a large proportion of records (50% in the Walsh, J case and 83% in Li, Y) that do not share
citations are in fact singletons (unique authors).
29 The differences that weighting makes are even larger if only records with shared citations considered.
30 For more details on the comparative advantages of these databases, please refer to Meho and Yang
(2007), Pauly and Stergiou (2005), and Zhao and Logan (2002).
31 All records downloading and data from Google Scholar and Scopus were completed November 25–30,
2009. These new measures of forward citations change the weighting of W1 and therefore the knowledge
homogeneity scores used to calculate the clustering.
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different databases.32 As a second robustness check, we repeat the whole process of

“Walsh, J” name disambiguation in Scopus, and our ASE method produces a 100%

accuracy rate for the 17 articles sharing at least one reference.33 Thus, this method seems

fairly robust to difference sources of citations for the weighting matrix (W1) and to the use

of different bibliometric databases (WoS or Scopus). Of course, given the full names and

author-affiliation information in Scopus, name + affiliation will also produce higher results

using Scopus (94% accuracy in this case).

Besides the weighting mechanism, another key component in our algorithm is the

threshold for the knowledge homogeneity score, the minimum value of summed weighted

common references that two papers need to have before they are considered in the same

cluster. These values were selected based on both intuition (i.e., either one rarely cited

reference or several common references) and several rounds of trial and error. As a

robustness check, we changed the KHS threshold values (sum of weighted shared refer-

ences) in both cases and re-estimated the accuracy rates for the resulting ASE clustering.

The results are demonstrated in Fig. 8. In the case of Walsh, J*, the accuracy score would
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Fig. 8 Sensitivity tests on knowledge homogeneity thresholds

32 One record in Google Scholar and three records in Scopus are mis-assigned compared to one mis-
assignment in WoS. A closer examination indicates the messier formats of references in Scopus and
inconsistent coverage of journals partially accounts for Scopus having a lower correlation in citations with
WoS and Google Scholar. The detailed analyses and results are available on request.
33 To make the search comparable to the “Walsh, J” case indexed in WoS-SSCI, the search strategy in
Scopus is also confined to social science using the query of “AUTHOR-NAME(walsh, j*) AND SUBJAREA
(mult OR arts OR busi OR deci OR econ OR psyc OR soci) AND (PUBYEAR BEF 2009) AND (PUBYEAR
AFT 2003)”. This returned 164 hits. After removing “Walsh, J?” where “?” is not P, 41 records were left, 37
of them report references, and 17 records share at least one reference with the others.
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be greater than 60% if the KHS threshold is located anywhere between 5 and 18. And the

accuracy rate is no less than 70% if the value is between 8 and 11. For the large dataset

from Li, Y, any threshold between 13 and 18 yields an accuracy score around 80%. These

results show that the accuracy rates are not very sensitive to the threshold values. This is

particularly true in the case of the nanotechnology scientists. It is also interesting to note

that the “turning points” for the accuracy rates show a different pattern in the domains of

social sciences and nanotechnology. One possible explanation would be researchers in the

same or similar domain are more likely to cite similar references, which requires a higher

threshold to distinguish differences among researchers.

In addition to the accuracy rate, we also evaluate the resource requirements of these

methods. In the example of “Li, Y” with 221 records, a total of 6 h were used to complete

the ASE method from scratch, including downloading data from WoS, constructing the

authorship-citation matrix, weights and executing analysis.34 By contrast, matching “Li,

Y” with his/her reported affiliation (name + affiliation) took over 15 h and the “truth”

group, which was produced by manual checking, took over 23 h due to the factors dis-

cussed before. Thus, not only is the ASE method more accurate, it is also less time

consuming than name + affiliation.35

Discussion

Authorship identification is a pervasive challenge for current bibliometrics analyses and

research evaluation. This article proposes an ASE approach to the name ambiguity

problem, based on the attributes of common references (or lack thereof). The method

proposed here is limited in the following ways. First, the underlying notion of this method

is that each individual’s fixed knowledge stock in a given time period makes his/her

reference coverage different from the others. This is the fundamental assumption to dif-

ferentiate articles reporting the same family name and first initial. Put another way, the two
assumptions distinguishing intra-author variation from inter-author variation are as

follows:

1. Any articles written by the same author has at least one single (direct or indirect)

linkage with the rest of his articles;

2. The knowledge homogeneity score of articles written by different authors, regardless

of their name overlap, is below a latent threshold.

If assumption 1 is violated, i.e., the author has broad research interests or he shifts his

research agenda over time such that two papers he authored have no shared citations at all

(directly or through third articles), his shared authorship will not be captured by this

approach. In fields where the number of citations allowed per article is smaller, this

problem is greater. If assumption 2 does not hold, i.e., two researchers with the same

family name and first initial work in the same field and read largely overlapping literature,

they may be taken as the same author by this method. Our experiments show this

assumption largely holds, and that, in the large majority of cases, an ASE with weighting

34 We did not make a memo of time spent in the case of “Walsh, J” because of the testing and revising
efforts in this first prototype.
35 Some text mining software (such as VantagePoint) has installed a name + affiliation function. We ran it
in VantagePoint using person name fuzzy matching and verified by organization name matching in the case
of Li, Y, and the performance is very poor and, in spite of the automation, took significant time.
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algorithm will produce accurate partitioning of a set of authors. This suggests that the

cognitive mapping assumption underlying this method holds. Researchers draw on a

unique set of references in their work (with rare references being especially individualized)

and their publications reflect their knowledge set.

The main limitation of ASE is its reliance on the availability of data on forward citations

to references (for constructing the W1 matrix). In both cases, 85% of the time spent on the

ASE method is downloading citation counts for the references. If this process can be

automated in the future, ASE will become much more efficient. Additionally, the sensi-

tivity test suggests the knowledge homogeneity threshold should be set sufficiently high,

and may vary in different disciplines. Future work might use this fact as a means of

exploring the underlying cognitive maps of different fields. In this paper we test this

method against two sets of predefined articles given their presumed difficulties. Its per-

formance in a general setting needs further exploration.

One factor that may muddy the bibliometric fingerprints is the existence of collabora-

tions and references introduced by other coauthors. A previous study shows that co-

authorship can serve as a good algorithm dealing with homonyms issue (Wooding et al.

2005), and co-authors are used as a component in many of the more sophisticated algo-

rithms, but not in the ASE method. Theoretically, the impact of co-authorship on our ASE

approach is mixed. On the one hand, references brought by different authors might muddy

the fingerprint. On the other hand, new literature brought in by co-authors is likely to be

added to the target author’s cognitive map and hence reappear in future papers by that

author (even if these future papers do not have the same co-authors), leading the ASE

method to recognize these as sharing an author. In our experiments, we find that ASE

accuracy rate is unrelated to the number of authors on the papers (results available from

contact author).

Thus, in spite of the above limitations, this method provides a promising means of

authorship disambiguation at a large-scale. Compared with other methods, ASE provides

the following advantages. First, this approach yielded more accurate results than common

methods, especially for the Chinese name, when it is extremely difficult to distinguish

authorship even based on their full English names. This is also related to its second

advantage, theoretical independence of spellings of author and affiliation names (since the

algorithm matches authors based on references). So potentially this method is applicable

for databases regardless of author names. Thirdly, the ASE approach is less time con-

suming than name + affiliation method and other statistical methods. Once the coding

mechanism and threshold value are set, the same R script can run on different cases

without modification. In addition, different from other methods, which performed better in

small databases, the ASE method would likely be even more useful in the case of large

datasets due to automatic clustering and a larger set of shared references. In addition, this

method may be more accurate for tracing mobile authors or inventors, since it does not use

affiliations or collaborators as part of the identification strategy (cf. Trajtenberg et al. 2006;

Raffo and Lhuillery 2009).

The paper contributes to the name disambiguation literature in two aspects. First, it

provides new evidence that who is who is not a trivial problem, and any rigorous analysis
at the individual level has to deal with that to make a convincing result. Second,

researchers’ latent knowledge scope alone is a good discriminator for name disambigua-

tion, and examining shared references can be an effective way to trace the bibliometric

fingerprints of authors. We agree with MacRoberts’ statement that “identification of

individual authors or institutions cannot be accomplished solely by computer analysis”

(MacRoberts and MacRoberts 1989), but given the limitations and advantages of the ASE
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method, we also believe it is a good alternative when manual checking is too costly or

impossible. In this study, ASE is applied on two sets of publications derived from the ISI-

WoS database and replicated for one of them using Scopus (as well as using Google

Scholar and Scopus as alternative sources of weights for the WoS case). In the future, we

plan to improve our method in three directions. First, relax this assumption of similar

author name spelling and test its performance again. Second, examine the sensitivity of

weight coding and thresholds on ASE performance. Third, test it on other large scale

archival data such as patents. And, finally, we plan to investigate inventor mobility and

collaboration networks using a disambiguated dataset of patents or papers.
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